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"Emotional, explosive! This story will leave you holding your breath in anticipation. An exceptional love story--I am
definitely hooked." - Hooker Heels Book Blog

"Unlike anything I've read before. Two sides of one epic story, an alpha playboy who likes to play, and a supernatural
twist that blew me away! A must read romance with lots of heat, angst and suspense." - An Open Book Blog.

"One beautifully put together love story that will have you trying to turn the pages long after it's finished. The steam
between these characters will leave your kindle sizzling." - Renee Entress's Book Blog

Charismatic and sexy Ayden Stone is a multi-talented media mogul by day and playboy by night, seducing and

discarding women, seeking only sexual pleasure until Fate intervenes and he meets Elizabeth Parker.

Shy school teacher Elizabeth Parker isn't his usual type, but he knows they belong together, and will move heaven

and earth to make it happen.

When two worlds collide ... there will be sparks, but with great passion comes heartbreak, threatening their

relationship and testing its limits. Dangerous figures from their past return, and will stop at nothing to take back

what 'belongs' to them.
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Ayden Stone and Elizabeth Parker are soul mates. They look to the future and forever, bearing the scars of battles

they have fought and won, together. To keep a promise, one of these fateful lovers must make an agonizing choice

and dedicate themselves to an impossible task--to embark upon a death defying adventure.

The Story of Us Trilogy is an epic tale of love, loss and redemption. It's a modern day fairy-tale full of passion,

unspeakable secrets and suspense; an extraordinary love story filled with magical moments and unimaginable acts

of personal sacrifice. 

Note: These books have been written by an English author and, as such, some spellings and some grammatical
structures may seem unusual or incorrect to American readers.
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